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and  mounting  the 26- and 104-element arrays. Low-loss flexible 
coaxial feed line used in the 104-element array was kindly provided 
by W. IC. Klemperer from IYOAA’s Space Environment Laborat.ory, 
Boulder, Colo. K. Weal, also of the Space  Environment, Laboratory, 
provided the time-shared computer  program used for impedance 
transformation. 
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., The Loop Antenna with Director  Arrays of 
Loops and Rods 

J. APPEL-HANSES 

Abstract-Experiments indicate that  the gain of a Yagi-Uda 
antenna  arrangement  depends only upon the  phase velocity of the 
surface wave traveling along the director array  and  not  to  any 
significant extent upon the particular forms of the director  elements. 

In  the common Yagi-Uda antenna, rod directors are usually 
1 used. According t.0 Ehrenspeck and Poehler [l], the phase ve1ocit.y 

of t,he surface wave traveling along the  array of rod  directors can 
be used as t.he design crit.erion for  maximum gain. This seems to 
indicate that t.he m a g d u d e  of t.he gain  depends only on the phase 
velocity of t,he surface wave and  not on the  particular form of the 
director  elements. The purpose of the present invedgation is to 
verify whether an  array of short-circuited loops in front. of the loop 

” . antenna provides the  same gain a s  an  array of rod directox 
- -  In  Fig. 1, the geometry of the directive loop array  antenna is 

shown. It consists of a feeding loop, a reflector loop, and an array 
of equispaced loop directors of equal  diameter. The feeding loop 
is a shielded loop made of coaxial cable of 4-mm diameter. The 
.reflector and director loops are  made of l.25-mm aluminum plate. 
The difference between inner and  outer radius of these  flat-plate 
loops is 1 cm. When a radius of a loop is indicated, it designatej 
the average  radius of the loop in quest.ion. The measurements were 
carried out in a radio anechoic chamber  at. 650 MHz. The gain over 
an isotropic  radiator was measured. 

~ The measurements started with an optimization of the diameter 
of the shielded feeding loop. A gain of 3.4 dB was obtained at  a 

. circumference of ka, = 1.10, where k = 2 ~ / h  is t.he wavenumber, 
h is the wavelengt.h, and a, the radius of t,he feeding loop. 

After this  optimization,  a reflector of t,he same  diameter as the 
feeding loop was added.  By  optimizing  several  times  in t.nrns, the 
spacing between feeding loop and reflector loop, the diameter of 
the reflector, and  the diameter of t.he feeding loop, an optimum gain 
of 7.8 dB mas obtained. This compares well with results  obtained 
by It,o et al. [2]. 

In  front. of the feeding arrangement. so obtained, a director array 
of short circuited loops with an equidist.ance of 0.2h was placed. 
The length of t,his array mas varied  in skps  of 0.4h from Oh to 41. 
For each  length, t.he gain waz measured as a funct.ion of the radius 

’ Manuscript  receiyed  February 3, 1972. 
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Fig. 1. Directive loop  array antenna. 
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Fig. 3. Gain as function of arral- lengt,h. 

a,{ of the director loops. In Fig. 2, as an example, t,he gain as a 
function of kad for an array 2h long is shoxn. It is seen that a 
nlaxinlunl gain of 13.8 dB was measured. In Fig. 3, the maximum 
gain obtained in t.lk manner by varying the director loop diameter 
for the different. array lengths 1 is shown. The  same measurement 
procedure n y s  carried out for a  director array consisting of 2 mm 
wire loops. In complet.ion it should be mentioned that t.he results 
do not change \\-hen the loop directors are open circuited in  one 
or both of their  current  minima. 

FolIoaing t.his, an array of rod directors: 1vit.h equispacing 0.2h 
xa< placed in front of the feeding arrangement.  This  time, by 
varying the length of the rod directors, the maximum gain for 
several array lengths bet.n-een 0 . 4 ~  and 4.Oh was measured. For 
comparison between the  three  typm of director  elements, the 
result* for the rod direct013 are also shown in Fig. 3. 

From Fig. 3, we may conclude that. there is no more than  about 
1-dB difference betneen  the gain of t.he various types of direct,or 
elements. For  the  array lengths considered the flat-plate loops seem 
to be more effect,ive for lengths less t.han 2X, whereas t.he wire loops 
are  the least effective for lengths larger t.han 2X. Due  to  the small 
differenre between the rejults, the experiments seem t.o confirm 
that t.he maximum gain only depends  upon the phase velocity of 
the  surface n-ave and not. upon t.he particular form of the director 
elements. 
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COMMUNICATIONS 

In all the experiments, the  same feeding arrangement has been 
used and  the cross sect.ion of the loops and rods has  not been  op- 
timized. Furthermore, for each  type of director  elements only 
equispaced  elements of the  same  magnitude  has been considered. 
When these constraints are alleviated, a higher gain can be obtained. 

A reflection type of arrangement, where the surface  wave is 
reflected from the end, is known to  give a gain increase [SI. How- 
ever, it  is not expected that  any  particular  type of director  elements 
will be significantly more effective than  any  other types. 
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Comments on “Diffraction by Arbitrary Cross-Sectional 
Semi-Infinite Conductor” 

NAGAYOSHI  MORITA 

Absfrucf--The far  scattered fields by a semi-infinite conductor 
are composed of the geometric-optics and the diffraction field. By 
applying the technique of complex number integral, the  separation 
of these two fields in the neighborhood and  other region of the 
geome@cal shadow and reflection boundaries is clarified. This 
was ambiguous in the  above paper.1 

When the incident  electric field 

E , i ~ ~ = E o e x p ( - j X c o s 8 - j ( Y + Y o ) s i n 8 )  (1) 

is scattered  by a semi-inkite conductor shown in Fig. 1, the  total 
scattered field can simply be expressed as 

.R,1 (XI’) dX1’ + Ho(’) (1 R - R’ I ) .Ke  (R’) dc‘ (2) J ,  I 
which corresponds to (18) in the  above paper.’ Where, the symbol 
A means the line region where K. is assumed not  to  be zero, and 
where 

Only the second term of (2) was discussed in t,he above paper.’ 
In  this communication, the first term 

Fig. 1. Semf-inflnite conductor. 

Fig. 2. Complex z plane. 

is  investigated  in det,aii for  the case where X and Y tend  to infinity. 
The integral  with complex number z :  

I1 = Ho(2)([z2 + ( Y  + Y o ) z ] l l z )  exp ( - j z  cos 8) dz ( 5 )  1 
is used for calculation of (4). 

Since 

Ho@) ([zz + ( Y  + Y 0 ) 2 ] 1 / 2 )  -+ O(e+) (6) 

in the regions r / 2  < arg (2) < ?r (the second quadrant)  and 
(3/2)1~ < arg ( z )  < 2~ (the  fourth  quadrant), where z = cr + j r ,  
it is convenient to  set  the branch cuts  and  the integral contourj 
C1 and C2 as shorn in Fig. 2. Both contours CI and CZ start from 
t.he point ( -X,O) and  are vertical straight l i n e s  in the neighborhood 
of ( -X ,O) .  The contours C1 and CZ are entirely to the  left  and 
right of (-.X,O), and  above  and below the real axis; they  terminate 
a t  infinity in the second and  fourth  quadranh, respectively. 

Next, it will be shown that only the neighborhood of the  point 
(-X,O) contribut.es to  the integration of I1 on the contours CI 
and Cz. Assume t,hat. 

X and Y 4 0) and X , Y  >> j r I (7) 

where I r 1 means the  absolute value of r. The point, z on CI and CZ 
can be written as 

z = - X  + u + jr ,  (8 )  

then, 

[z2 + (1- + Y d 2 1 ’ / 2  = ( [ ( X  - Ul2 + IS + ( Y  + Yo) 1 2 1  

.[(X - cr)’ + fb - ( Y  + E;) 1Z11’14 

Using (7)  and (9), 

When z is on eit.her CI or CZ, 
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